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Ready for action!

Examining finds
Ted (in orange), one of the
archaeologists), discussing
a find with Stephen Taylor,
who is Chairman of the
WW2 Relic Retrieval &
Preservation Group

Lucy and Tom, two of the producers, trying not to get wet

Suggs grabbing a coffee

Left: Noel Wakelin. Noel and his pals
had great fun when the Americans
were in Quorn!
Right: Noel aged 13 (on the left) and
his family on holiday in about 1944
Below: The wall that Noel and his
pals used to run along and climb over
when the American guards weren’t
looking.

Left: Laid out on the groundsheet is all the equipment a
paratrooper would be loaded with before he jumped. It is hard to
imagine how they could move, but when they landed in Normandy
there were complicated clips to release, before they could even
start to activate their life jackets or assemble their guns.
Below left: A sneaky picture looking back at Quorn House.
Below right: Suggs loaded with all the equipment a paratrooper
would have had before jumping.

Adam Berry who wrote an
amazing book about the 82nd
Airborne 'And Suddenly They
Were Gone'. He is standing in
front of a WW2 82nd Airborne
tent.

Left to right: Ben who supplied all the tents and 82 Airborne equipment, Rob Burrow
whose father was one of the US paratroopers, Suggs, Sue Templeman from Quorn
Village On-line Museum.

A drone filming a conversation
between Suggs and Adam

Left: Suggs preparing to ride one
of the bikes that would have been
used on the campsite. These were
also parachuted into the 82nd
Airborne drop areas.
Right: Sue Templeman unable to
resist trying it out!

The finds! – Sorry! – These have to wait until after the programme has been screened!
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